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FAQ's
FAQ
Will my eyelashes fall out and get damaged if I get semi-permanent
eyelash extensions? Properly applied eyelash extensions and care will have
minimal damage on your natural lashes. Many eyelash extension customers wear
eyelash extensions all year round, year after year. Many of Sandey's customers have
been her eyelash extension customers for many years.
What can eyelash extensions do to improve the appearance of my eyes?
They are great for anyone who wants to have longer and curlier lashes. Customers
often say it makes there eyes pop without applying mascara and eyeliner to the upper
lid. Other customers say they feel there eyes look more fresh and youthful in a natural
way.
How are eyelash extensions applied? Eyelash extensions is a delicate
comfortable service that is done with the eyes closed.The initial application takes 1-2
hours. The extensions are made of a synthetic material that is applied with
adhesive while the client is lying down.
How long do eyelash extensions last? With proper aftercare, eyelash extensions
usually last 4 weeks. The extensions will shed with the natural growth cycle of your
own lashes. If you choose to get touch ups in between they will last for as long as you
continue to fill them. Touch ups are recommended every 2-3 weeks in order to
maintain the full set.
Classic vs Volume eyelash extensions?
Classic method: Is where 1 lash extension is glued to 1 natural lash. This method is
also known as 1 to 1. Classic lashes are perfect for clients who have average to full
lashes, but want to add more curl, length and thickness. Classic lashes look more
natural than volume lashes and eliminate the use of mascara and an eyelash curler
saving you time, energy and money.
Volume method: (2D, 3D, 4D, 5D, 6D, 7D, 8D) Also known as Russian volume, is
when multiple lashes are applied to one single natural eyelash, individually isolating
one natural eyelash at a time. Using very thin lashes. If two eyelash extensions are
applied to one natural lash, it’s described as 2D, if three eyelash extensions are
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applied to one natural eyelash, it’s described as 3D, etc. The lash extensions used in
this method are significantly thinner (usually a 0.07 diameter lash extension is used)
than the lash extensions used for the classic lash method. Volume lashes are lighter,
fluffier and give the client a fuller look. Volume lashes are "perfect" for clients who
have thin lashes/ sparse lashes, bald spots or want a more dramatic look.
Are there different sizes and thicknesses to choose from? Yes, depending on
the look that you desire. Sandey can recommend a style and length that is best for
your individual needs. She carries a wide assortment of lashes ranging from various
thicknesses, curls and lengths.
How do I care for my eyelash extensions? It is important that you wait 24
hours before wetting them after your application. Always avoid steam, hot tubs, and
be very gentle when removing your eye makeup. Steam and hot tubs break down the
glue and reduce the life of your extensions.
Can I get eyelash extensions if I swim or sweat excessively when I
workout? Yes, your will need to get fills more often due to the increased wear and
tear. However, many women that do these activities get eyelash extensions because
there is no need to wear mascara with eyelash extensions.
What products are used? Sandey uses the highest quality products on the market
that are gentle and safe for the eye area.
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